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Abstract

The encapsulated nuclear heat source (ENHS) is a modular reactor that was selected by the 1999
DOE NERI program as a candidate «Generation-IV» reactor concept. It is a fast neutron
spectrum reactor cooled by Pb-Bi using natural circulation. It is designed for passive load
following, for high level of passive safety, and for 15 years without refueling. One of the unique
features of the ENHS is that the fission-generated heat is transferred from the primary coolant to
the secondary coolant across the reactor vessel wall by conduction - providing for an essentially
sealed module that is easy to install and replace. Because the fuel is encapsulated within a heavy
steel container throughout its life it provides a unique improvement to the proliferation resistance
of the nuclear fuel cycle.

The ENHS modules are factory manufactured and transported already fueled to the site for
insertion into the Pb-Bi secondary coolant pool connected to the client's energy conversion plant.
The ENHS module has the function of a nuclear battery - providing 15 years of energy at the
125 MWth level. At end of life, the module is withdrawn and returned to the factory or a spent
fuel center, and a new module is inserted into the client's energy conversion plant.

The ENHS core is designed to maintain nearly constant kgff throughout its 15 years of operation,
so that very small excess reactivity need be built into it. This feature, along with negative
temperature coefficient, large temperature margin to coolant boiling, and passive decay heat
removal makes the ENHS extremely safe. There is no need for active control of reactivity or
power level; after the reactor is brought to full power, the compensation for reactivity changes
and for power variations is done autonomously.

Because of its dramatic simplification - natural circulation, passive load following, passive
safety, small number of components, lack of rotating components inside the reactor vessel and no
onsite fuel handling - operational and maintenance requirements (and costs) are reduced. Factory
assembly line fabrication of the ENHS and steam generators facilitates achieving economy of



mass production, with attendant capital cost benefits. Extra long life of the ENHS power plant
will also contribute to its economic competitiveness.

The ENHS can use different fuels and fuel cycles. So far we examined cores loaded with either
Pu-U or enriched uranium. Both fuel types can provide nearly constant keff for the entire core
life. In a companion study we found that it is possible to recycle the Pu-U fuel many times in a
proliferation-resistant manner; only fission products are to be extracted between cycles. A
modified IFR process is envisioned for this operation. Spent fuel from LWR can make up for the
HM that had been fissioned. Thus the ENHS can reduce the amount of nuclear waste and
improve the utilization of nuclear fuel.

The ENHS offers a unique combination of technological barriers and material barriers that, along
with adequate institutional barriers can make the nuclear energy system extremely proliferation
resistant. The technical barriers are of three categories: limited access to fuel, limited access to
neutrons and reduction of the host-country incentives for acquiring sensitive technologies and for
construction of sensitive facilities. Constructing and operating ENHS power plants will not give
the country sensitive technologies or infrastructure that can be used for clandestine production of
strategic nuclear materials. Specifically, the client country does not need any fuel fabrication or
other facilities that involve access to the fuel.

The material barriers include the following: (1) The even isotopes always constitute more than
26% of the Pu. (2) The concentration of 238Pu keeps building up. (3) The Pu is mixed with many
MA; it is never separated from the uranium and MA. (4) The overall inventory of Pu is smaller
than that to be accumulated in an equal capacity nuclear energy system based on once-through
LWRs. (5) The fuel can be processed so that it always contains FP and thus has a radiation
barrier. In fact, as the fuel is to be shipped to the site imbedded in Pb or Pb-Bi, it is possible to
seed it with additional radioactive isotopes so as to increase the intensity of the radiation barrier
without interfering with the shipment and installation of the ENHS module.

For the unique technological and material barriers offered by the ENHS to be most effective, it is
desirable to establish revised international agreements. For example: (1) The establishment of a
limited number of well safeguarded ENHS recycling centers for module disassembly, waste
reprocessing, and ENHS module fabrication. These should be located in internationally
recognized economically and politically stable countries with well developed nuclear power
programs. (2) Agreement with ENHS client countries that do not have enrichment and fuel
reprocessing facilities to avoid construction of such facilities. Ideally, the fuel reprocessing and
fabrication facilities are to be co-located with the ENHS module fabrication plant. The fuel feed
to such a site will be spent fuel from LWRs and, when needed, natural or depleted uranium. The
only fuel sent out from these sites will be embedded in ENHS modules. The radioactive waste
from the fuel processing and from the used ENHS modules will be shipped for disposal in either
the country that used the ENHS or in international or regional waste centers. Alternatively, fuel
reprocessing could be done in the international waste centers from which the fuel material would
be sent to the ENHS fuel and module fabrication facility. The latter approach is less desirable
from the standpoint of proliferation resistance, but the fuel would still retain its material and
physical barriers.


